
Autumn 2 
The themes for this half-term are: 

Why are there so many leaves on the ground? 
Diwali and Christmas 

 

Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

Key questions: 

Can I explain what makes the hedgehog feel lonely? 

Ca I talk about times when I feel when I am hurt, upset or lone-
ly? 

Can I explain ways to support  myself when I feel lonely/hurt/
upset? 

Can I build a den with my friends? 

Can I talk about how to stay safe when crossing the road? 

We will also refresh our Venus Class expectations whilst continu-
ing to become a team and work together in our environment.  We 
will also continue celebrating others’ achievements. 

Physical Development 

Key questions: 

Can I run and didge obstacles/people whilst catching Autumn 
leaves? 

Can I crawl into my hibernation destination? (making a den and 
tunnel) 

Can I create an autumn dance and move like an autumn animal? 

Can I compare my sleep routine to Isaac the hedgehog? 

Can I make autumnal play dough? 

Can I make rubbings using autumn leaves? 

Can I cut leaves to make an autumn collage? 

The children will develop their physical skills during a range of 
activities. Each week they will have a coacher session with our 
sports coach. They will also have the opportunity to develop 
their balancing and riding skills using a range of outdoor equip-
ment. The children will continue to develop their fine motor 
skills in the classroom with regular funky finger jobs. They 
will use tools with play dough and clay, and learn to use scis-
sors safely and accurately. 

Communication, Language and Literacy 

Key questions: 

Can I describe what I see/hear/touch/smell and find on 
an autumn walk? 

Can I hold a conversation with back and forth exchang-
es with my peers or an adult? 

Can I listen to clues and guess the missing autumn ob-
ject? 

Can I ask questions to find out more and respond to 
answers appropriately? 

Can I listen to Autumn/Christmas rhymes and songs? 

Can I use prepositions to describe where the hedgehog 
is hiding? 

Can I listen to and talk about a non-fiction nook to de-
velop my knowledge? 

Children will continue to develop phonics skills on a daily 
basis and will begin to learn tricky words. They will 
bring home a reading book to read regularly at home and 
in class. The children will also complete writing jobs 
connected with class texts 

Understanding the World 

Key questions: 

How do I know it wont be hot and sunny tomorrow? 

How can I create autumn colours? 

How do I know it is colder now than when I was on holi-
day? 

Why do some animals hibernate in the winter? 

Are all leaves the same shape? 

What happens to the leaves o the ground? 

What do we know about Autumn? 

We will also learn about Diwali and explore the 
Hindu story of Rama and Sita. We will also be 
learning about why Christmas is an important time 
for Christians. 

Expressive Art and Design 

Key questions: 

Can I role play our class story? 

Can I hot seat the characters? 

Can I talk about and experiment with colour mixing? 

Can I make a clay hedgehog? 

Can I use transient art to make a hedgehog? 

Can I make a hedgehog house? 

Can I make a textured firework picture? 

Can I sing in a group? 

Can I make Christmas decorations? 

In art, the children will be exploring Autumn colours and 
use these to create their own art, as well as creating 
hedgehog inspired art. In the second part of the half-
term, we will be learning Christmas songs. 

Mathematics 

In mathematics, we will be exploring numbers in greater 
depth by developing our counting skills and matching 
numerals with quantities. We will start to explore one 
more and one less than a given number. 

We will also start to explore geometry and spatial rea-
soning by looking at 2D shapes and patterns. 

We will learn key vocabulary in relations to talking 
about daily routines and describing events. 

In addition to daily maths lessons and continuous provi-
sion activities, we will also be starting short daily maths 
mastery  sessions as a class. This will support sequenc-
ing, subitising, understanding composition of number, 
and comparing numbers using the language of ‘more 
than’ and ‘fewer than’. 

 


